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About the author-

He was a well known Indian writer 

of English fiction. He was one of 

the first Indian novelists to write 

in English. The simplicity of 

language , his realistic settings 

and endearing characters have 

made him one of the most well 

loved writers of India. His popular 
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Days(1943),Waiting for 

Mahatma(1955 ),The Guide 

(1958) and The Man-eater of 

Malgudi (1961). Besides novels, 

he has written short stories 

,travelogues ,condensed versions 

of Indian epic in English, and a 
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About the Text-

This is a poignant story about love and loss. 

Centered around the death of a man, it portrays the 

deep loss that a family suffers through the eyes 

and perspective of a mother and her son. Written 

in his typical simple style, the story is more 

complex than it seems. It also highlights the 

power of cinema/video as a powerful tool to 

reclaim or revisit memories and relationships.



Theme

Shadow is a story of a littlee boy sambu who lives in a village with his 

widow mother,he waits eagerly for the screening of a film which 

feature his father who is no more. This story is all about emotions. This 

small boy was very excited to see his father performing on the screen. 

He was going to see his father walking and dancing in front of him as if 

he was alive. He took permission from his mother for a daily show. This 

shows the height of eagerness.

At last he takes her mother to the last show,these she by recalling 

those ugly memories faints. Seeing her sambhu cried and waited as he 

loved her very much

The story captures with heart reuding accuracy the joy and pain 

experience by the boy and his mother when they saw on the screen a 

dead man moving and speaking

The title is well justified as the child Sambhu is trying to feel the 

presence of his dead father through his performance in the movie 

kumara. The shadow of his father makes him happy and feel him his 

presence. He keeps his father alive in his memories through his 

appearance in movie



Compare and Contrast Sambu and Mother’s Character-

A Shadow is one of the popular works of R. K. Narayan. The literal meaning of 

'shadow' is simply, the reflection of a person or things. However in this lesson, the 

word 'shadow' has a symbolic meaning that denotes the harrowing (unpleasant) past 

experiences of a widow's husband, following her like a shadow.

There is a film going to be released, in which Sambu's father acts as a 

hero. Sambu likes the film a lot. He eagerly waits for the releasing date of the film 

as he has been missed his father since his death. When he goes to the theater to see 

it, he enjoys every moment of the movie. He feels very happy to see his father 

walking, dressing, singing and everything. When he watches the action between his 

father and a girl, Kumari, he recollects his past experiences with his father at home. 

He even feels very disappointed when the movie ends and looks at the projection 

room as if his father has vanished into it. He wants to see the movie every day and 

he does so.

In contrast, Sambu's mother does not even want to see her husband again on 

the film screen as he has passed away in the recent past. She does not hate her 

husband, in fact, but she just does not want to recollect her past experiences with 

her husband. IT is only due to the persistent requests of her son, Sambu, she goes to 

theatre to watch the film. He feels very discomfort to sit in the theater, accumulates 

all her courage to sit down in the hall. Her heart beats fast when she sees her 

husband walking, dressing, singing and playing with children. She feels the show as 

an affliction (a cause of pain) to her. Unable to bear to watch the movie, eventually 

(finally) she becomes fainted.



Summary 
In A Shadow by R.K. Narayan we have the theme of grief, letting go, struggle, 

connection, loss, acceptance, loneliness and memories. Taken from his 

Malgudi Days collection the story is narrated in the third person by an 

unnamed narrator and after reading the story the reader realises that 

Narayan may be exploring the theme of letting go. Both Sambu and his 

mother have difficulty letting Sambu’s father go. Though Narayan never tells 

the reader how long it is since Sambu’s father passed away Sambu and his 

mother still nonetheless have difficulty in moving on from the past. Which is 

understandable as the loss of a parent or husband can be a struggle for an 

individual. It also appears as though Sambu is trying to overcome the loss of 

his father and the struggle he feels about his father’s death by returning 

continually to the cinema to see his father’s last film. The reader aware that 

Sambu likes to see his father on the cinema screen. It provides Sambu with a 

link or connection to his father. Even though the reality is that all Sambu has 

is memories of his father. Regardless of this the images of his father on the 

cinema screen help Sambu to forget that his father has died. It is as though 

Sambu can forget about his loss for a small period of time when he is looking 

at his father acting on the screen.



It is also interesting that Sambu’s mother faints on sight of her husband 

on the screen as this suggests that she is unable to fully process what is 

happening. Though the film is fiction the reality of seeing her husband on 

the screen is too much for Sambu’s mother. She is likening events in 

reality and at home with Sambu’s father to events that are happening on 

the screen. Just as Sambu is making a connection each time he sees his 

father on the screen. So too is Sambu’s mother. However Sambu’s mother 

does not feel the joy that Sambu feels when he sees his father. If anything 

Sambu’s mother is distraught hence her fainting. It might also be 

important that Sambu wants to see the film twice a day as not only does 

this again suggest that Sambu wants to connect with his father but it also 

further highlights the fact that Sambu may be having difficulty or 

struggling with letting his father go. As to why Sambu’s mother avoids the 

cinema is also interesting as there is a sense that she is unable to accept 

that her husband is dead. When she does go to the cinema the reader 

feels that she is doing so more for Sambu’s sake than for her own.



The fact that there are so few main characters in the story 

could also be important as Narayan could be using the lack 

of characters in the story to place an emphasis on just how 

lonely Sambu and in particular his mother may be after 

Sambu’s father’s death. Apart from having each other there 

does not seem to be anybody else that Sambu or his mother 

can talk to about Sambu’s father. Sambu does talk to a 

classmate about his father’s film but his class mate shows 

no interest. Which could suggest that Sambu apart from 

having his mother is very much alone when it comes to 

grieving his father’s death. For this reason the film takes on 

a more important meaning for Sambu. It is all he has of his 

father apart from the pictures his mother has on the walls 

in the family home. If anything Sambu wants to spend every 

waking hour with his father. Even if all he has is a moving 

image of his father projected onto a screen.



The end of the story is also interesting as Narayan manages to bring in a 

slice of reality into the story when Sambu begins to cry. It is as though 

Sambu has had a moment of realisation and realises that what he is seeing 

in the cinema is not real. That his father is truly gone. Though this 

moment of realisation may be difficult for Sambu at the end of the day it 

is helpful to him. Though he doesn’t know it yet. It means that Sambu is 

able to move on to the next step in grieving the loss of his father. He now 

has the opportunity, though painful, to accept that his father is no longer 

with him. The thrill that Sambu got from seeing his father on the screen 

has faded with reality taking over. No longer is Sambu able to deny to 

himself that his father is dead. The reality that Sambu wished to escape 

into, watching his father on the screen, cannot compensate him for how 

he now feels. However it is noticeable that both Sambu and his mother 

are together at the end of the story. Which may symbolically suggest that 

both Sambu and his mother will continue to be there for one another as 

they grieve the loss of Sambu’s father.


